The *witch* had
   a *cat*, hat, bow, *broom*, and wand

1. Lost hat - gets - *dog*

2. Lost Bow - gets - *green bird*

3. Lost Wand - gets - *frog*
Frog jumped for joy -
Broom breaks, lose passengers, the witch flies into a Cloud, and meets a dragon

Dragon wants to eat
the witch with french fries

From the bog rises
a horrible beast with 4 heads...

That says -
“BUZZ off! - THAT’S MY WITCH!”
Dragon flies away

Witch asks

each to find something and
throw it in the caldron -
  Frog- lily, Cat- cone, Bird- twig, Dog- bone

Brew broom with - seats, nest, pool

The witch tapped the broomstick
and WHOOSH! they were gone.